GAMES JUDGE CHECKLIST: Chief Judges and Assistant Judges
(collated by Anne Cotton 2017 amended by Marisa Hall 2020)

Mixed QUESTIONS
1.
Who comprises the Games Arena Party?
2.
What is the process of Risk Management planning; include current restrictions?
3.
What is the process to deal with a rider/parent/DC/club protesting?
4.
What is the process of checking the Games equipment, the grounds, and the field of
play before the competition?
5.
What are the current First Aid/ medical requirements?
6.
Who checks the Horse Welfare/Emergency Kit?
7.
What is the process for a rider fall?
8.
What happens if there is a fall of a horse?
9.
What are the requirements for rider/horse identification at a competition?
10. What must the last rider be wearing?
11. What gear is permitted in games competition?
12. What gear is not permitted in games competition?
13. What is the number of games allowed in a competition?
14. How many games must each team rider participate in?
15. What are the Divisions that make up the PCT Games at Zone level and at State Level?
16. PCT’s A Division Club Teams could be riders of mixed ages but are proven to be the
clubs’ most capable, competent and well-trained riders.
PCT’s B Division Teams are made up of …….?
17. What bits can be used in A Division?
18. What bit can a rider Under 12 in the B Division use?
19. What are the dimensions for the field of play and where do you find the plan?
20. Where are the positions of the Line Stewards?
21. What is the process for a false start and who has control over this?
22. A team has an unruly pony and needs assistance for starting, how should this be dealt
with?
23. Who are the personnel allowed on the field of play?
24. Before you judge at a zone competition; what should you do prior to the event?
25. What happens when a horse goes lame during a competition?
26. What is the weight rule for riders on horses 12.2hh and under?
27. What are the duties of the chief judge prior to competition?
28. What are the duties of the Chief Judge on the day of the competition?
29. What are the duties of the Chief Judge after the day of competition?
30. What is the role of the assistant judges?
31. What are some of the points that MUST be discussed at a Line Steward’s briefing?
32. Where can you access the International Mounted Games rules?
33. Where can you access the current games rules for your state?
34. What is the safe distance for run off behind the changeover line at each end of the
field?
35. PCT have included ‘Fall Spotters’ in the arena party; what is their role?
36. What should the boundary fence of the arena not consist of?
37. What allowance would you make for weather and ground conditions?
38. What must be done when a rider changes gear after Gear Check has been done, or
during the games? Failure to do this could?...................
39. Most games riders tie a knot in their reins. What must you always remember to do if
you have a knot in the reins?
40. What are some ways teams/riders could lose points?
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